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N E W  P R O D U C T S

5. DEWALT® Debuts TOOL CONNECT™ 20V MAX 
XR® 1/2" Mid-Range Impact Wrench

DEWALT adds to its growing line of 20V MAX tools with the XR® 1/2" Mid-Range 

Impact Wrench featuring the TOOL CONNECT™ system (DCF896). The TOOL CON-

NECT™ system allows for tool control through its PRECISION WRENCH™ and PRECI-

SION TAP™ control features, as well as a variety of additional customizable settings 

within the TOOL CONNECT™ app.

Available where DEWALT products are sold, the TOOL CONNECT™ 20V MAX XR®

1/2" Mid-Range Impact Wrench will be available with a Hog Ring anvil, kitted with two 

5.0Ah batteries for $439 MSRP (DCF896HP2) and bare for $239 MSRP (DCF896HB). 

It’s also available with a Detent Pin anvil, kitted with two 5.0Ah batteries for $439 

MSRP (DCF896P2) and bare for $239 MSRP (DCF896B). Each impact wrench will 

come standard with a three-year limited warranty, two-year free service contract and 

90-day money-back guarantee. 

6. DriTac Introduces: Primer 3000, 

“GREEN” FLOOR PRIMER FOR WOOD AND RESILIENT INSTALLATIONS

DriTac Flooring Products, LLC has launched a “green”, single-component acrylic fl oor 

primer for interior use on various approved substrates, including concrete, wood, light-

weight concrete and gypcrete. Primer 3000’s concentrated Quick Dry, Bond-Strength-

ening technology enhances the bond with approved substrates, self-leveling under-

layment, gypsum-based underlayment and patches, prior to adhesive application for 

wood, resilient and carpet tile fl ooring installations. 

Manufactured in the USA, this versatile fl oor primer offers easy broom, sprayer, or 

nap roller application with spread rate of up to 800 square feet per gallon, depending 

on application method, subfl oor preparation and porosity.

Primer 3000’s solvent-free, low odor formula is easy to clean and colored green for 

easy identifi cation. This primer also touts DriTac’s “Green” Certifi cation, designated for 

fl ooring installation solutions that contain zero VOCs and zero solvents. Primer 3000 is 

available in 1-gallon containers and 4-gallon pails.

7. LATICRETE Expands Adhesives Product Line 
with MULTIMAX™ 

LATICRETE has introduced MULTIMAX™ Lite, the ultimate one-step, non-sag, Large 

and Heavy Tile mortar for interior and exterior installations of ceramic tile, porcelain 

tile, glass tile and stone. Offering superior bond strength and adhesion, MULTIMAX 

Lite exceeds ANSI 118.15, the industry’s highest performance standard for a cemen-

titious-based adhesive mortar, and thanks to its light weight, can be more easily 

transported and troweled. A 25-pound (11.3 kilogram) bag provides the same cover-

age as a 50-pound (22.7 kilogram) bag of standard mortar. Additionally, MULTIMAX 

Lite contains no silica sand benefi ting workers on the jobsite with reduced exposure 

to respirable silica. 

MULTIMAX Lite boasts Kevlar® reinforcement, and features antimicrobial protection 

to inhibit the growth of mold and mildew. MULTIMAX Lite also utilizes LATICRETE®

HYDROMATIC CURE CHEMISTRY™ which accelerates the hydration process to rapidly 

consume water in the system, allowing the material to cure in a predictable manner.
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